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Achievement
Discuss a drama or theatre form or
period with reference to a text.

Achievement with Merit
Discuss a drama or theatre form or
period with reference to a text showing
informed understanding.

Achievement with Excellence
Discuss a drama or theatre form or
period with reference to a text showing
perceptive understanding.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the
top of this page.
You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.
If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.
Check that this booklet has pages 2–12 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.
YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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Achievement Exemplar for 91215 2017
Total score
09
Grade
Q
Annotation
Score
This response provides consistent evidence towards Achievement. The candidate
demonstrates the ability to describe the time and place of origin for Epic Theatre by
referring to WW2 and Nazi Germany. The candidate identifies reasons for the development
of the form as Brecht’s dissatisfaction with naturalism (calling it “dramatic” theatre) and his
1
A3
intention to “let the audience think about a social or political problem and take action …” If
the candidate had gone on to describe clearly the time and/or place of origin and clear
reasons for the development and how a feature of the form is seen in the text they may
have gained an M5 or better.
The candidate provides enough evidence in this response for an A3 because they are able
to describe the use of a typical technology in a traditional performance of the text
appropriate to their chosen text and form. The candidate supports their response with
2
A3
limited evidence. Had the student described clearly the use of the placards and at 2(b)
gone on to explain what important idea or theme the use of placards highlighted they could
have achieved an M5 or better.
The candidate provides enough evidence for an A3 when they give a description of a role
in the text as a whole: “rich man” when they state the positioning of the character in relation
to other characters this provides enough evidence to connect to the play as a whole. The
3
A3
candidate correctly identifies an aspect of the acting style in 3(b) as actor’s interaction with
the audience and “breaking the fourth wall. If the candidate had described the character
clearly and explained clearly how a range of acting techniques typical of the form in
combination could be used to perform the character they may have achieved M5 or better.

